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Despite the contact angle of underfill fluid is largely correlated to the flowability, it was 
scarcely being investigated in the design optimization of flip-chip underfill 
encapsulation process. Furthermore, the detailed implication of the variation of 
contact angle on the flow mechanism was never being discussed. Thus, this paper is 
devoted to study the variation effect of contact angle on both spatial aspects of 
meniscus evolution and contact line jump of underfill flow menisci. The governing 
analytical equations that describe both meniscus evolution and contact line jump were 
well-validated with the past experimental and numerical findings. It was revealed that 
the bump contact angle critically determined the separation between concave and 
convex menisci. Generally, larger bump contact angle yields the earlier formation of 
convex menisci that is nearer to the bump entrant. Consequently, the occurrence of 
convex menisci in the bump region increased for the case of high bump contact angle. 
Moreover, when the contact angle increases, the equilibrium positions of entrant jump 
meniscus locates nearer to the bump entrant; while the equilibrium meniscus of exit 
jump becomes further away from the bump exit. These findings provided microscopic 
insights of the influence of contact angle on the characteristic and dynamic of flow 
menisci upon interacting with the solder bump array, which may benefit both 
electronic packaging and microfluidics sectors in general. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Underfill encapsulation process is conducted in the electronic packaging and manufacturing 
assembly sectors to improve both the reliability and performance of flip-chip package [1-2]. During 
the flip-chip underfill process, a highly viscous epoxy-like mixture with fillers loaded known as the 
underfill fluid [3] is gradually dispended into the small gap beneath the chip and substrate, as 
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depicted in Figure 1. The solder bumps array would partially obstruct the capillary flow of underfill 
fluid. The chip assembly was cured thereafter in order for the underfill fluid become harden and fully 
encapsulated the gap beneath the chip and the substrate. Primarily, the underfill encapsulation 
process relieved the residual stress due to thermal mismatch while protecting the solder joints in the 
flip-chips [1-4]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of flip-chip underfill encapsulation 
process [3] 

 
In the past, there are various research works conducted to optimize the underfill process through 

package design [5-12] as well as to resolve the reliability issues of incomplete filling [13] and void 
defect [14-15]. In the design optimization works, various parameters were invoked to achieve the 
most miniature flip-chip package together with the best underfill productivity. The latter objective is 
to reduce the manufacturing lead time and thus to save the operating cost. The studied parameters 
in the underfill system includes bump pitch [5-7], gap height [8-9], bump shape [10-11] and contact 
angle [12]. The bump pitch is found to be the most studied variable in optimization design whereas 
the contact angle only being reported in only one literature [12].  

Meniscus evolution is the microscopic behavior of flow meniscus upon interacting with the 
cylindrical bumps array, where the meniscus tends to change its shape from concave to convex in 
accordance to the surface force and capillarity. Such interesting behavior of underfill flow menisci in 
flip-chip bump array was experimentally observed by Lee et al., [6] and subsequently being 
numerically visualized by Ng et al., [7]. Later, this meniscus evolution phenomenon was incorporated 
in the development of analytical filling time models [16-19]. 

Meanwhile, the contact line jump (CLJ) is an interfacial phenomenon between the interaction of 
underfill fluid and solder bump. The jumps were observed in both bump entrant and bump exit, in 
which the meniscus of underfill fluid attempts to attach on the bump surface and to detach away 
from the bump surface respectively. It was firstly theorized by Young [20-21], which were then being 
experimentally observed by Lee et al., [6] and lastly numerically simulated by Ng et al., [7]. Similarly, 
CLJ is deduced as a crucial aspect on the underfill flow and hence also being considered in the 
analytical filling time models [16-19]. This is evident by the enhancement of accuracy of analytical 
filling time models as reported in Yao et al., [16] and Ng et al., [17-19] through the inclusions of both 
spatial aspects of meniscus evolution and CLJ. 

Generally, the standalone analysis on both spatial aspects of meniscus evolution and contact line 
jump were limited in number despite their importances in determining the flow dynamics of underfill 
fluid. Moreover, only one literature that studied the variation effect on contact angle on the filling 
progression aspects [12]. To the best knowledge of authors, the variation effect of contact angle on 
both crucial aspects of meniscus evolution and contact line jump as intended to be achieved in the 
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current paper was never being reported elsewhere. Further, apart from electronic packaging, this 
work able to provide insights for other microfluidic and channel flow applications [22-23].  

 
2. Analytical Spatial Formulation 
2.1 Formulation of Meniscus Evolution 

 
By geometrical analysis on the meniscus shape of underfill fluid subtended between two adjacent 

solder bumps, the meniscus evolution of underfill fluid upon interacting with the cylindrical bump 
array was analytically formulated and depicted in Figure 2. The initially concave meniscus at bump 
entrance as in Figure 2(i) and Figure 2(ii) would gradually evolves into the straight meniscus shown 
in Figure 2(iii) and lastly convex meniscus upon leaving the array, shown in Figure 2(iv). The meniscus 
that subtended between two adjacent bumps can be characterized based on the three parameters 
of arc subtended angle, 𝛾 , arc radius, 𝑅  and center-line flow displacement, 𝑆 , that being 
mathematically defined respectively in Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) as follows: 
 

𝛾 = {
𝜋 + 2(𝜙 + 𝜃𝑏), for 𝜙 < −𝜃𝑏,

𝜋 − 2(𝜙 + 𝜃𝑏), for 𝜙 ≥ −𝜃𝑏,
  (1) 

 

𝑅 =
𝑊−𝑑 cos 𝜙

2 sin(
𝛾

2
) 

, (2) 

 

𝑆 =
𝑑

2
(1 + sin 𝜙) − 𝑅 [1 − cos (

𝛾

2
)], (3) 

 
where 𝜃𝑏 is the contact angle at bump surface, 𝑊 is the bump pitch and 𝑑 is the bump diameter. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Transient evolution of flow meniscus in bump array [17-18] 
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2.2 Formulation of Contact Line Jump 
 
The contact line jump (CLJ) occurred when the underfill fluid transitions to or away from, the 

solder bump, resulting the change in meniscus shapes at the principle plane that parallel to the flow 
direction. Two new CLJ criterions for the equilibrium meniscus after the jumps respectively for the 
flow entrance and flow exit were proposed, as illustrated in Figure 3. The angular position of 
equilibrium meniscus after attach jump, 𝜙𝑗 satisfies the Eq. (4): 

 

(1 + sin 𝜙𝑗) =
𝑊∗−cos 𝜙𝑗

cos(𝜙𝑗+𝜃𝑏)
[1 + sin(𝜙𝑗 + 𝜃𝑏)]. (4) 

 
Meanwhile, the dimensionless center-line flow displacement of the equilibrium meniscus formed 

after the exit CLJ is given by the Eq. (5): 
 

𝑆𝑗
∗ = 1 +

𝑊∗(1−cos 𝜃𝑏)

2 sin 𝜃𝑏
, (5) 

 
where the dimensionless bump pitch, 𝑊∗ = 𝑊/𝑑. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Equilibrium menisci of entrance and exit contact line jumps 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Validation 
 

A validation study was conducted to access the veracity of proposed analytical model on meniscus 
evolution of underfill fluid flow in bump array, by comparing it to the experimental meniscus 
evolution obtained in Lee et al., [6]. Figure 4 compares between the current analytical meniscus 
evolution with the experimental meniscus evolution [6] at the different filling instances. It was found 
that both the experimental and analytical menisci are comparable at four filling stages from entrance 
to the detach jump. Initially, the concave meniscus was formed at the entrance of bump array and it 
jumps instantaneously to the bump. As it approaches the bump exit, the meniscus shape changed to 
convex shape and gradually detached away from the bump to form a straight meniscus in the 
bumpless region. This had affirmed the veracity of the current analytical model as given in the Eqs. 
(1) to (5) on the meniscus evolution and contact line jump. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison of experimental [6] and analytical meniscus evolution of underfill flow 

 
3.2 Effect of Bump Contact Angle on Meniscus Evolution 

 
The plots in Figure 5 present the variations of meniscus spatial parameters of 𝛾, 𝑅 and 𝑆 as given 

in Eqs. (1) to (3) with the bump contact angle, 𝜃𝑏. It is revealed that the 𝜃𝑏 substantially affects the 
trends of all three spatial parameters, hence the impact of 𝜃𝑏  cannot be overlooked and played 
crucial role in the optimization works.  

When increasing the value of 𝜃𝑏, it is observed that the plot of 𝛾 against 𝜙 shifted to the left, 
such that both the turning point and 𝜙𝑐 decreases. Also, the asymptote of graph of 𝑅 against 𝜙 also 
shifts to the left when 𝜃𝑏 increases. The overall effect of increasing the 𝜃𝑏 is the lengthening of bump 
region for the occurrence of convex meniscus; equivalently magnifying the bump resisting region. 
For 𝜃𝑏 = 75°, the straight meniscus formed at 𝜙𝑐 = 15° in which the convex meniscus is observed 
in the thereafter bump region of angular displacement of 75°. Comparing to perfect wetting with 
𝜃𝑏 = 0°, there is no convex meniscus is observed through the meniscus evolution in the bump region 
since 𝜙𝑐 = 90°. With the occurrence of convex meniscus becoming more frequent, it is inferred that 
the bump resisting effect becomes more significant. This also had justified that the segmentation 
between bump assisting and bump resisting zones can be solely determined with the value of 𝜃𝑏. On 
other hand, the variation of 𝑆 spans in the larger range for the case of higher 𝜃𝑏. This is due to the 
concave meniscus at bump entrance and the larger convex meniscus with higher magnitude of 𝛾, for 
the case of increasing 𝜃𝑏. As a result, a large 𝜃𝑏 causes the filling length of expansion flow for exit CLJ 
to be longer.  

Figure 6 provides the summarized view on how the meniscus subtended between two adjacent 
bumps as it evolves when the 𝜃𝑏 is manipulated. It appears that the net effect of increasing bump 
contact angle is such that the size (i.e. curvature radius) of both concave and convex menisci at 
respective bump entrant and bump exit become bigger. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 5. Variation plots of meniscus shape parameters, (a) 𝛾, 
(b) 𝑅 and (c) 𝑆 against 𝜙 for various bump contact angles 
with 𝑊 = 0.10 mm and 𝑑 = 0.05 mm 
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Fig. 6. Evolution of flow meniscus subtended by two adjacent cylindrical 
bumps with 𝑑 = 0.05 mm and 𝑊 = 0.10 mm but various contact angles 
relative to bump surface, 𝜃𝑏, from the bump’s angular displacement of 
−90° to 90°, as seen from the principal plane. The separation between 
each consecutive isolines is 15° 
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3.3 Effect of Bump Contact Angle on Contact Line Jump 
  

Figure 7 gives the plot of angular position of equilibrium meniscus after the attach jump at various 
bump pitches and bump contact angles. Similarly, Figure 8 presents the variation of 𝑆𝑗

∗ together with 

the geometrical limitation on pitch threshold. 
The common trend for both 𝜙𝑗 and 𝑆𝑗

∗ is such that they are increasing with the bump pitch. For 

the case of 𝜙𝑗, longer pitch yields larger curvature radius of concave meniscus and negative center-

line displacement of larger magnitude. Thus, a larger value of 𝜙𝑗 is required to attain 𝑆 = 0. Similar 

reasoning is applied on the convex meniscus to explain the increasing 𝑆𝑗
∗ with 𝑊∗, which exhibits a 

linear relationship as shown in Eq. (5). Interestingly, the effect of bump pitch on CLJ is an opposing 
one at respective bump entrance and exit, which can be explained based on the flow dynamic. In the 
entrance where the bump is regarded as flow assisting, a larger pitch weakens the instantaneous 
jump. This is evident by further distance of the establishment of equilibrium meniscus and the smaller 
magnitude of bump capillary pressure. On the contrary, the exit CLJ is favored at larger pitch as the 
expansion flow to attain equilibrium meniscus is faster with lower resisting capillary. 

The bump contact angle, 𝜃𝑏 affects the CLJ at entrance and exit in a distinct manner, where the 
increase in 𝜃𝑏 gives smaller 𝜙𝑗 but larger 𝑆𝑗

∗ for a particular pitch. Underfill fluid prefers hydrophilic 

bump surface and as it became more wettable (i.e. lower 𝜃𝑏). The attach jump will tend to occur 
more instantaneously by covering larger bump region and thus giving larger 𝜙𝑗. Furthermore, the 

occurrence of exit CLJ is much favorable at smaller 𝜃𝑏 , since the convex meniscus possess larger 
curvature which in turn appears like a straight meniscus. From the plot’s gradients in Figure 8, it is 
revealed that the variation of 𝑆𝑗

∗ by 𝑊∗ that is relied on 𝜃𝑏. When the surface is of perfect wettability 

(𝜃𝑏 = 0°), 𝑆𝑗
∗ is independent of 𝑊∗, such that the convex meniscus does not formed as in Figure 6(a). 

Hence, the meniscus detached almost immediately away from the bump upon reaching the bump 
apex of 𝜙 = 𝜋/2 and the expansion flow does not occur. 

To conclude, the entrance attach jump can be enhanced by decreasing the bump pitch and bump 
contact angle. Meanwhile, the exit detach jump is promoted by increasing the bump pitch but 
decreasing the bump contact angle. Upon straightforwardly shown that the fluid with low contact 
angle yields quick attach jump and fast expansion flow, however the bump pitch needs to be 
optimized to achieve an acceptable pace of both detach and attach jumps.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Plot of the angular position of equilibrium meniscus after the 
attach jump (entrance CLJ) for various pitches and bump contact 
angles 
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Fig. 8. Plot of the dimensionless filling distance of the equilibrium 
meniscus after the detach jump (exit CLJ) for various pitches and 
bump contact angles, together with the segmentations due to 
geometrical limitation 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

This paper provided microscopic insights on the variation effect of bump contact angle on the 
flow meniscus of underfill fluid during the flip-chip encapsulation process. Particularly, the impacts 
on both the meniscus evolution and contact line jump of underfill fluid flow were securitized based 
on the well-established analytical spatial flow menisci models. The bump contact angle is found to 
be the sole parameter that determine the separation boundary between the formations of concave 
and convex menisci, equivalently the bump assisting region and the bump resisting region. Initially, 
at the bump entrance, the flow exhibits concave meniscus before gradually straighten at the critical 
displacement of  𝜋/2 − 𝜃𝑏; which forms convex meniscus thereafter as it approaches to the bump 
exit. It can be seen that as the bump contact angle increases, the convex meniscus which associated 
to resisting capillary pressure tends to form nearer to the bump entrant, thus covered more portion 
of bump portion. The impact on dynamics of underfill fluid flow is straightforward as convex meniscus 
on the bump array hindered the flow advancement, it is inferred the underfill fluid of high contact 
angle gives slower capillary flow and equivalently longer filling time. Additionally, the bump contact 
angle was found to affect both the entrant and exit contact line jumps. As the contact angle increases, 
the equilibrium meniscus of entrant jump occurred nearer to the bump entrant; while the equilibrium 
meniscus of exit jump occurred further away from the bump exit. The findings attained from these 
works not only useful for the package design and optimization works in the electronic packaging, but 
as well in the microfluidic sector which involving the Stokes flow in micro-array. 
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